The nucleotlde sequences of 30 fee tor-independent terminators of transcription with RNA polymerase from E. coli have been compiled end analyzed. The stenderd features -e stretch of thymine residues and e preceding dyad symmetryere shared by most sequences, but there are striking exceptions which indicate that these features alone are not sufficient to describe these sites. In two thirds of the sequences the 3'-helf of the dyad symmetry contains the pentanucleotide CGGG(G/C) or a close derivative: about one third have TCTG or a close derivative just downstream of the termination point. The TCTG-box might be implied in termination of stringently controlled operons of E. coli. An algorithm to locate terminators in templates of known nucleotide sequence has been constructed on the basis of correlation to the distribution of dinucleotides along the aligned signal sequences. The algorithm has been tested on natural sequences of a total length of about 11,500 N. It finds all known independent terminators and only a few other site3, including some of the rho-dependent and putative terminators.
INTRODUCTION
The prokaryotic genome i3 arranged into tran3criptional units which define the primary RNA transcripts synthesized from the DNA template by RNA polymerase.
The process of transcription is tightly controlled in the cell which requires varying amounts of specific transcripts during different stages of the cell cycle or in response to environmentel conditions (1). This control is exerted at the levels of initiation, elongation, and termination of transcription. The sites of transcription initiation, or promoters, vary considerably in strength, i.e. in the raaximel frequency with which initiation occurs. In addition, at some sites protein factors other than RNA polymera3e holoenzyme are required for initiation, or repressor molecules bound to operator sites overlapping the promoter might temporarily inactivate the promoter (2).
During elongation RNA polymerase pauses at specific sites; these pauses have also been thought to serve regulatory function (3). Transcription terminators have been found in various locations within operons, serving different control functions: distal to the last gene of an operon the terminator defines the 3'-end of primary transcripts initiated from en upstrean promoter ; factor-dependent terminators within or between genes of a polycistronic operon mey account for transcr iptional polarity (1); and translationally controlled termination within the leader region of an operon causes attenuation (5).
Much interest has been directed towards the question of which features in the DNA or ENA-RNA complex et control sites are recognized 83 signals by the transcribing polymera3e molecule. These features somehow have to be contained in the specific nucleotide sequences at the sites. Quite a number of bacterial, phege, and plasmid promoters, pausing sites, and terminators have been mapped on their respective DNA templates and their nucleotide sequences have been established. These sequences have been analyzed with respect to homologies, and consensus features have been found which might serve as signals (2,1). However, a particular site may deviate appreciably from the consensus derived from the total ensemble of all known sites with the same control function. This veriability makes it difficult to find control sites in sequences that have not been subjected to transcr iptional assays. So far most of such attempts have been based upon ill-defined empirical comparison with standard consensuses, often leading to ambiguous results. The general problems and obstacles in sequence-directed mapping of DNA-protein interaction sites has been reviewed by Sadler et el. (6). Recently several quantitative methods have been suggested as algorithms to locate these sites in nucleotide sequences (7-14). He report here a comparative sequence analysis of terminators and an algorithm to locate termination sites.
FACTOR-IHDEPENDENT TERMINATORS
Sites at which RNA polymerase from E. coll terminates transcription fall into two distinct classes: factor-dependent and factor-independent terminators (15) .
Independent terminators are functionally active in ^n vitro assays in the absence of any protein factors other than RNA polymerase. Dependent terminators require the presence of rho-proteln (16) or of other factors (17) for termination to occur. The dependent sites bear little homology to Independent terminators and to each other, and the putative common characteristics recognized by the transcribing molecule remain obscure (18). Also terminators that have been mapped according to results from _lri vivo studies mey be confused by RNA processing events. Therefore we will consider only factor-independent terminators here. (Fig.6) ). The signal matrix (top) was obtained from the original dinucleotide distribution matrix after discarding low frequency elements and normalizing by dividing the remaining entries by the maximal column elements. The contributions to the correlation sum, as read from the matrix, ere shown below the matrix together with the aligned sequence. The final figure of the normalized correlation sum is obtained by subtracting 1.0, the mean correlation 3um for random sequences, end dividing by 2. 12, the standard deviation for random sequences. To quantitatively define similarity of a given sequence of length 51 nucleotides to the matrix we calculate a correlation sum ES follows: First we discarded Ell low frequency elements of the matrix which contribute hardly, if at all, to the signal pattern. More precisely, we replaced by zeros all matrix elements that yield a product of squared standardized deviations from row and column averages less then 16 (corresponding to the equivalent of deviations from row and column means by less than two standard deviations); this improved the signal-to-noise ratio (see below). The remaining entries were normElized by dividing them by their respective maximal column elements. The correlation sum for a sequence is then obtained by adding up metrix elements BS read from the sequence of dlnucleotides. An example of these calculations is shown in Fig. 3 .
In order to evaluate whether the correlation sum might serve to separate terminators from non-terminators we calculated the correlation sum for all possible frames on a random sequence of length 10,000 N as well as for the ensemble of terminators. The result is shown in F_i_g.1. The histogram represents the distribution of the correlation sums for the random sequence. The distribution has been normalized with respect to the sample mean of 1.0 end the sample standard deviation of 2. 12. The crosses Indicate the values for the terminators (see also Fig. 1) . These values were obtained by taking the terminator under consideration out of the matrix (I.e. by subtracting 1 from each metrix element corresponding to the equlvalently positioned terminator dinucleotide), correlating It with the remeining matrix 83 before, and adjusting the value received by a factor of 30/29. The thirty terminator correlation sums were distributed with a mean of 17.3 Bnd s standard deviation of 1.02. Normalized by the random sequence mean and standard deviation they have an average correletion sum of 6.27. None of the random sequence sites had a correletion sum as high as thet, and only .5% of the random sites had a correlation sum greater than 3.0. The random sequence had been generated with dinucleotide probabilities fixed as in E. coli sequences (estimated from ECRPOL, see below). Random sequences with dinucleotide probabilities fixed as in phages $x17t or lambda gave very similar results (data not shown). We also tried other correlation functions (data not shown); the one described above geve best separation between terminators and random sequences.
The matrix was used to screen natural sequences for terminators. A normalized correlation sum of 3.C was defined as threshold, i.e. we would consider sites giving a higher correletion sum to be likely candidates for terminators. By Flg.t, two of the thirty terminators of our collection would have been missed this way, but on the same hand the calculations with random sequences indicated that only few sites would be predicted-wrongly. The first sequence analyzed was a 3,100 bp long segment of the genome of bacteriophage lambde (68) as contained in the EHBL Data Library (Release 1; the EHBL name is LAMBDA). This sequence covers the early part of the leftward operon and Includes the terminators ti, tL1, tL2a, tL2b, tL2c, and tL2d, ell of which except for tL1 have been located exactly (68-71; Fi_g.5A1). None of these terminators was Included in our collection: tL1, tL2c, and tL2d ere rho-dependent terminators, ti has not been assayed in vitro, and the two in- In LAMBDA and ECRPOL. respectively, as defined in the text end determined by the sequence analysis program of Sege et si. (75) . Downward whiskers correspond to the known or putative terminators.
(A3 £ B3) Sites of high correlation to the terminator matrix (es defined in the text) on LAMBDA and ECRPOL, respectively (upward whiskers).
Downward whiskers correspond to the known or putative terminators. dependent sites tL2a and tL2b were published efter we had completed the initial calculations leading to the present matrix. Secondly we analyzed the cluster of genes coding for ribosomal proteins and the f-end f'-subunits of RNA polymerase at about 88 rein, of the E. coll genetic map (EHBL library name is ECRPOL; length 7,604 bp). This sequence contains one site known to function as an attenuator j_n vivo and two other putative terminators (72,73; Fig.5B1) . As a third example we will discuss results on the recently published control sequence of the E. coli ilvB operon (370 bp) which contains an attenuator (71) .
The results of our analysis are summarized in FigS. On average every one to two hundredth site yielded a normalized correlation sum greater than 3.0 (23 sites in LAMBDA (Fi^.5A3), 39 sites in ECRPOL (Fi£.5B3), and 3 sites in IlvB (not shown)). Amongst the sites found by the matrix are on LAMBDA the three independent terminators tl (normalized correlation sum 6.11), tL2a (4.61), and tL2b (3.85), the rho-dependent terminator tL2c (1.25), and the first of the suggested sites (68) for tL 1 (3.08); on ECRPOL the putative (72) terminators t"U n (3.05) and t (3.75); and on ilvB the attenuator. Not found are either of the other two locations suggested (69) for tL 1 nor the rho-denendent terminator tL2d on LAMBDA, nor the attenuator In ECRPOL. We also determined the number of hairpins (stem containing at least 5 Watson-Crick base pairs, ratio of matches to length greater than .75, no loopouts allowed, loop size 3-7 N) and the number of T-rich regions (at least 7 Ts within a stretch of length 10) using the sequence analysis program of Sege et al. (75; Flg5 A2&B2). Hairpins occur with a frequency of about 1 per 50 nucleotides in LAMBDA and ECRPOL. T-rich regions are much less frequent (9 sites In LAMBDA and 6 In ECRPOL). For comparison we also analyzed two random sequences with dinucleotide frequencies as in LAMBDA or ECRPOL, respectively. It appears that the features occur with frequencies independent of the particular dinucleotide composition (except for the T-rich regions which are more frequent in the random sequence equivalent to LAMBDA which has 6. Of TT dinucleotldes as compared to 1.91 in ECRPOL). The natural sequences seem to be rich in hairpins as compared to the random sequences (about 1 hairpin per 80 nucleotides). Similarity to the matrix is apparently also on random sequences more selective than the potential for formation of a stable RNA hairpin (the frequency of sites with normalized correlation sum greater then 3.0 is about 1 per 200 nucleotides).
Evidently any of the three features taken by Itself Is unsatisfactory as a terminator algorithm in that either many sites are probably predicted wrongly or some known terminators are missed. The combination of helrpln + adjacent T-rlch region is only found et the terminators tl, tL2a, and tL2b of LAMBDA, at the putative t"U" terminator as well as at an upstream site overlapping the promoter P K In ECRPOL, and et the ilvB attenuator. These results are compatible with the notion that the two features taken together form a sufficient condition for termination. Fig.6 shows all sites with a normalized correlation sum greater than 3.0 and en overlapping dyad symmetry with  its 3'-end mapping 3   1   *-'lO nucleotides downstream to the 5'-end of the site (as  for the known terminators, Fig. 1) . In LAMBDA there are 7 sites with these properties, including ti , tL2a, tL2b, and tL2c. ti , tL2a, and tL2b match the CGGG(G/C) consensus in four positions; tL2c gives a perfect match. tL2a also has the TCTG sequence, tL2b the derivative TATG. tL2c, a terminator which is rho-dependent in tandem with the downstream tL2d site leeks the T-rich region.
The rho-dependent terminators tL2d and tL 1 are not found. The other three LAMBDA sites shown in Fi_g.5 map proximal to gene N and immediately distal of Ea10. It is not known whether they are active in vivo. The algorithm finds 6 sites on ECRPOL.
The first of these overlaps with the PK promoter and could be the putative t"U n terminator. The second site maps between rplA Notably, TCTG is present in both E. coll tyrT t, which lacks the thytnine rich region, and in the plesmid R1 RNA-III terminator, which lacks both dyad symmetry and thymine rich region; the E. coli rho attenuator, which also Iack3 both standard features, contains the derivative TATG. If the TCTG consensus is implied in the termination signal these would be further examples for compensation in distributional recognition. Besides of in E rrnC, E rrnF(G), E 3upB-£, and E tyrT t (Fig. 1 ) of our initial collection we later (subsequent to our calculations) found another five sites in E. coli bearing TCTG: the ribosomel RNA operon rrnD terminator (77, 78) , the U) vivo terminators E rpmG t (79) and E lpp t (80, 81) , the putative terminator E rrnB T1 (66) , and the site E t beyond rplA (F^g.6). These sites terminate transcripts coding for either ribosomal RNAs, transfer RNA3, or ribosomal proteins (except for the lip transcript which codes for the lipoprotein of the outer membrane, which is probBbly the most abundant protein in the E. coli cell (81)). This might suggest a role for TCTG in stringent control (82) . Other consensuses that had been suggested from preliminary calculations (63>13) are not confirmed by the current matrix. This mty be due to statistical inaccuracies resulting from the small ensemble of sequences available to us at that time or due to previous inclusion of factor-dependent sites which have not been considered here.
We have developed en algorithm to locate independent terminators on the basis of similarity of a sequence to the dinucleotide distribution matrix of Fig. 1A . Similarity of a sequence to the matrix is measured by a correlation sum to which each dinucleotide of the sequence contributes in proportion to the relative frequency of occurrence of this dinucleotide in same position in known terminators as read from the matrix. A sequence with high similarity to the matrix, i.e. with high correlation sum, would be a likely candidate for termination activity. We checked this notion on random and natural seauences (Figs. t&5) . The known terminators indeed generally give a correlation sum much higher than the average for random sequences (Flg.1). TWo of the thirty terminators give exceptionally low correlation sums (Fi_g.1). This suggests that high correletion to the matrix is not an absolutely necessary property of terminators either, though it seems to be more general than either dy8d symmetry or T-rich region.
Best results on the natural sequences were obtained by combining the criteria of high correlation sum with en overlapping dyad symmetry upstream of the proposed termination point. This way the algorithm correctly finds all known independent terminators, one rho-dependent site, and three sites known or likely to function j_n vivo (Fijj.6). About the same amount of sites are found for which termination activity has not been shown or suggested.
One rho-dependent site and two i _n vivo terminators are missed. Further experimental evidence will be required to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
Limitations of the algorithm described lie partly in the fact that the number of sequenced terminators is still relatively snail.
A growing ensemble should improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the dinucleotide distribution matrix. Also the current collection may be biased in favour of canonical terminators. The matrix includes directly the standard feature of a T-rich region covering the termination point(s) and indirectly the preceding standard dyad symmetry. The length and stability of the hairpin structure potentially formed in the RNA transcript is a feature that has to be taken into account separately. Factor-dependent terminators do not share obvious homologles with inde-pendent sites or with each other (18). We ere currently Investigating whether they have common patterns In their dlnucleotlde distribution and how they match with the independent terminator matrix.
